130	PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
The period of economic reconstruction which followed set up a
great demand for workers. The equality of status which the
Soviet constitution gave to women recognised no distinction
between the sexes for workers, nor permitted any discrimination
against women. It safeguarded their economic equality by
giving factory-workers and some professional workers two
months' leave before and two months' leave after childbirth,
with full pay, and their posts had to be reserved. Office-worker's
and certain other classes get only three months' leave altogether.
There was a great influx of women into industry, an influx
encouraged by all possible means. This made the care of the pre-
school child an urgent problem. To give freedom and security
to the present generation at the expense of the future was
unthinkable. The State accordingly set about organising creches
and nursery-infant schools. In the early stages of the campaign
for the care of the pre-school child an attempt was made to
make at least the nursery-infant school compulsory. The lack
of buildings, of equipment, and, above all, of teachers brought
the attempt to naught. During the very difficult economic
period that followed, and when the need for technically qualified
workers was burning, attention was diverted from the pre-
school child to the primary and secondary school, and factory
apprentice-school. The number of children attending pre-
school institutions dropped considerably as funds were deflected
to the schools for older children. As soon as attention could
once again be turned to pre-school problems, a call went out
to local organisations, and all kinds of bodies, such as factories,
clubs, farms, co-operatives, entered the field to fight for improved
conditions for the child under eight. Often activity was spon-
taneous, without any connection with the call from the centre.
It was a result of the development of woman under the new
freedom. The Lower Volga area is a case in point: how the women
organised a society for the improvement of theculturallife of the
workers. The first step was to obtain the tools of culture—reading
and writing. But, while the working women were fitting them-
selves if need be for the post of President (vide Lenin), the

